Cryo-electron micrographs of Samba Virus virions reveal particles with regular morphologies ( Figure 1A ) which may be surrounded by a layer of external fibers ( Figure 1B ). Some Samba Virus particles exhibit capsids that have opened at a unique vertex, suggesting the presence of a Samba Virus stargate ( Figure  2A ). Samba Virus particles with an open stargate vertex no longer contain the DNA genome and represent approximately 5% of the preparation visualized through cryo-electron microscopy. Cryo-electron micrographs also revealed free-floating starfish-like structures ( Figure 2B ), which appear to have been released from Samba Virus particles, perhaps facilitating the opening of the capsid at the stargate vertex. Scanning electron microscopy, used to corroborate the evidence for a stargate provided by cryo-EM, also displayed Samba Virus particles with a capsid opening at a single, unique vertex ( Figure 2C ).
Further evidence for the Samba Virus stargate vertex was obtained through the use of "bubblegrams" [6] . Briefly, "bubblegrams" require imaging a vitrified sample until the particles begin to exhibit radiation damage caused by exposure to the electron beam. Differences in radiation sensitivity amongst proteins can be used to distinguish proteins within a sample and to orient particles with unique features which are not readily visualized through electron microscopy [6] . When subjected to large quantities of radiation (~100 electrons/Å 2 ), Samba Virus particles exhibit a 5-fold symmetric radiation damage pattern ( Figure  2D) . A radiation damage pattern with 5-fold symmetry suggests the presence of a protein complex separate from the capsid protein, reminiscent of macromolecular starfish complex. In summation, Samba Virus shares features with Mimivirus, namely the presence of the stargate and starfish structures. The presence of these structures in a second giant virus may speak to the universality of the stargate and starfish structures amongst giant viruses. 
